
Detailed document  inviting Expression of Interest (EOI) for providing Railway 

Locomotives (WDS-6 Type) on monthly hire basis for haulage of freight 

wagons within Railway System of Kolkata Dock System. 

 
Kolkata Port Trust invites Expression of interest (EOI) for supply of WDS6 Diesel Electric Locomotives 

on monthly hire basis on wet lease for carrying out railway operation such as haulage of wagons for 

both up and down movement within the railway network of KDS (about 22 ETKM), shunting work at 

the railway yard and sidings, formation of outward rakes etc. The supplier will be inter-alia 

responsible for the following: 

1. Supply of 2Nos. of WDS6 Diesel Electric Locomotives round the clock with expected 

availability of 90%. 

2. Maintenance of the 2 locomotives having RDSO fitness certificate round the clock. 

3. Providing Pilot and Assistance for the 2 locomotives round the  clock as well as :- 

(a) Provide three(3) operations staff for each loco - one with Engine, one with the Guard cabin 

and one at the ground to guide the train from/to EJC to various sidings and dock stations and 

back, and also two(2) trains recording staff per each shift at EJC, 

 (b) Provide TXR functions at EJC each shift in attending each incoming and outgoing trains,  

(c) Provide PWI functions to maintain track length of 23.2 ETKM and arrange ART from Railways 

to rerail the locomotives and the train in case of any derailments, and 

(d) providing consumables like spares and lubricants other than the fuel(HSD) for the 

locomotives round the clock. KDS will provide the fuel(HSD). Necessary shed space for 

maintenance and fuelling of the locomotives will be given free of charge. 

 

Who can participate in EOI: 

Any entity which has at least seven(7) years of experience in manufacture, supply, operation and 

maintenance of 1350/1400 WDS6 Turbo charged Diesel Electric Locomotives of traction 

capacity of 4500 MT on level track, including yard operation on monthly hire basis and has 

sound financial background of minimum average annual turnover of last three financial years of 

INR 4.4 crore can participate. 

 

What to Submit: 

1. The eligible entity is requested to submit technical details of the locomotives which they can 

supply on monthly hire basis along with brief details of their proposed mode of operation. 

2 .Documents in support of the entity’s experience in (a) supplying WDS6 locomotives with RDSO 

certificate of fitness, (b) track maintenance and PWI functions, and (c) providing TXR functions.   

3. Corporate profile including statement of financial accounts for the  last three years of the 

Entity and details of key personnel for contact. 

 

How to Submit: 

The eligible entities are requested to submit the proposal furnishing the above detail in 

a sealed envelope addressed to the Traffic Manager, Kolkata Port Trust, 40, CGR Road, 

Kolkata-700043 within fifteen (15) days from the date of publication of this EOI in the 

newspapers. The envelop should be super scribed ‘’EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FOR 

SUPPLY OF 2 NOS DIESEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES ON MONTHLY HIRE BASIS TO 

KOLKATA DOCK SYSTEM’’. 

 

Evaluation of proposals: The intention of this evaluation is merely to identify the 

prospective suppliers in the market who are capable of providing locomotives to KDS on 

monthly hire basis and KoPT reserves the right to exercise all options in this matter. 


